The Good War An Oral History of World War II

The Good War An Oral History of World War II by Mikela 4 years ago 21 seconds 70 views

Historical Perspective: The "Good" War

Historical Perspective: The "Good" War by BigBlackHatMan 6 years ago 5 minutes, 16 seconds 177 views I take a look at how Studs Terkel's account of World War II took on that title. I rehash a lot of the arguments from my video on World War II.

Smith-Pettit Lecture - The History of Heaven and Hell

Smith-Pettit Lecture - The History of Heaven and Hell by Bart D. Ehrman 2 days ago 1 hour, 29 minutes 17,889 views Smith-Pettit Lecture at 7:00 pm MDT July 29th, 2020 presented Bart D. Ehrman "The History of Heaven and Hell" via a Sunstone.

The Mystery of the Attack on Pearl Harbor and the 'Last Good War' | by Ralph Raico

The Mystery of the Attack on Pearl Harbor and the 'Last Good War' | by Ralph Raico by V for Voluntary Library 6 years ago 34 minutes 9,264 views More on war, : https://linden2015.com/austrian-economics.html#, war, Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTupV8o3mW4

Les Dykema, Veterans Oral History Project, Vietnam War

Les Dykema, Veterans Oral History Project, Vietnam War by Veterans Oral History Project 6 months ago 2 hours, 25 minutes 9,055 views Leslie Dykema shares his experiences as a soldier in the Vietnam War. Special thanks to Mr. Les Dykema for sharing his personal experiences.

What Is the Meaning of Life?

What Is the Meaning of Life? by Michael Mirdad 7 hours ago 1 hour, 3 minutes 400 views
The dissection of Strange and Unusual Books, that break the "prose" form continues, with Kanan Gill, Anuya Jakatdar and Sharin.

**Central Illinois World War II Stories - Oral History Interview: Charles Dukes of Georgetown**

Charles Dukes enlisted in the Army in October, 1943, during his sophomore year at Indiana University. He was shipped overseas.

**Oral History Interview with World War II Veteran Carl Walpusk**

Robert Morris University History Professor John McCarthy sits down with Col. Carl Walpusk, a veteran of World War II and part of BROKE vs PRO Gaming.

The challenge: buy the most expensive gaming gear on Amazon vs the cheapest setup. The latest BROKE vs PRO episode!

**Don't Bother To Read "The Art of War" by Sun Tzu | Book Review | Commentary**

So, after struggling to go through the classic--The Art of War--by Sun Tzu, I know I don't want to be a general. Maybe the book just

**World War Z - Official Trailer -HD**


Join the conversation on Twitter: @jockowillink @echocharles 0:00:00 - Opening 0:06:25 - Training and Going to Vietnam 0:44:02
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